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Visitors to the site Antipas.Net Click to view the largest homePosted map at 14/07/201721/05/2020 the queen Valera Bear Title page, with a bearish emblem eating honey, Bavarian printer Matthias Apiarius.Original title Bible, which is sacred books of the Old and New Testaments. Moved in Spanish. The
word of our God remains forever. 1569.The abbreviation RVOtros Names Bible BearSagradas Scriptures (1569)The queen Valera AntiguaTraductor Cassiodoro queen SpaniardCity BaselPa's SwitzerlandPublicaty of the full Bible September 28, 1569 Textualbaza AT: Masoretic text, Veteris et Novi
Testamenti translation nova Sanctes Pano, Ferrara Bible. NT: several manuscripts in Greek. Revision 1602 (Cantaro Bible), 1862, 1865, 1909, 1960, 1977, 1995 and 2011.Religious affiliation of Christianity (Protestant) Genesis 1:1-3 In the beginning God created heaven and earth. And the earth was dirty
and empty, and the darkness was on the face of the abyss, and the Spirit of God moved across the face of the water. And God said, be light. and it was light (1960 review).               John 3:16 For God loved the world so much that he gave his only born Son that those who believe in him may not perish,
but have eternal life (revision 1960). The Wikidata edit by queen Valera is one of the most commonly used translations of the Bible into Spanish among Hispanic Protestants. The present queen of Valera is the result of a set of changes made by the United Bible Societies on one of the first translations of
the Spanish Bible: The Bear Bible of 1569. More broadly, it includes changes made by other actors that are based on the texts of the queen Of Valera. Translating a converted Spanish monk into Protestantism, Cassiodor of the queen, known as the Bear Bible of 1569, has the characteristic of being the
first translation of the Bible to be made from original language texts, using masoetic text for the Old Testament and Textus Receptus for the New Testament. Prior to the publication of the full work of Casiodoro de Reina, the existing Bibles (or part of them) in Castilian were translations made from The
Woolgate of St. Jerome Estridon. The Bear Bible was published in Basel, Switzerland, on September 28, 1569. His translator was Casiodoro de Reina, a Spanish religious convert to Protestantism. She was nicknamed the queen of Valera for making Cipriano de Valera her first revision in 1602. The queen
of Valera was widely distributed during the Protestant Reformation XVI, being just over 4 centuries the only Bible for use in the Protestant church of the Castilian language. Today, the queen of Valera with several changes over the years (1862, 1909, 1960, 1995, 2011, 2015) is one of the most widely used
Hispanic Bibles of predominantly Christian churches derived from the Protestant Reformation (including evangelical churches), as well as other Christian religious groups such as the Seventh-day Adventist Church, the Church of the Ministerial God of Jesus Christ, the International Guide and other non-
denominational Christians. The queen translated the main article: The Bear Bible Begins the Prayer of Manassas in the Bear Bible of 1569. Casiodoro de Reina, a Spanish monk jerome of the monastery of San Isidoro del Campo, after being in exiled with the Latin Bible Vulgate to escape the persecution
of the Spanish Inquisition, worked for twelve years to translate the Bible. The Bear Bible was published in Basel, Switzerland. It's called the Bear Bible to illustrate on the cover of a bear trying to reach a honeycomb hanging from a tree. This illustration, the logo of the Bavarian printer Matthias Apiarius,
was placed on the cover to avoid the use of religious icons, because at that time any translation of the Bible into folk languages was forbidden. The translation of the Old Testament, as Cassiodor bluntly stated in her Warning of the Translator of Sacred Books to the Reader, was based on the Jewish
masoeptic text (Bomberg edition, 1525). In his opinion, the Latin Vulgate had already fulfilled its role and contained errors and changes, it preferred to use as a secondary source the Latin translation sanctes Pagnino (Veteris et Novi Testamenti nova translatio, 1528), because to the vote of all learned in
the Jewish language kept the purest that so far there, 4 correct masor version every time it departs from the quotation of the Old Testament in the New Testament. He always had on hand to resolve the doubts of the Bible of Ferrara (Abraham Uske and Yom-Tob Athias, 1553), a translation from Hebrew
to Judeo-Spanish used by the Sefardian Jews, which the Rhine considered a work of the highest dignity, to provide the natural and first meaning of hebrew words and the differences of the times of verbs. To translate the New Testament, Reina relied on the post-second edition of Textus Receptus
(Erasmo, 1522, Stephanus, 1550) in Polyglot Complutense and on the best Greek manuscripts known at the time. Some note that, following the third edition of Textus Receptus, since 1522, it has included a john's coma. Apparently, Reina is also saw versions of the New Testament of Juan Perez de
Pineda in 1556, Francisco de Enzinas in 1543 and translations by Juan de Valdez. The first two editions, that Cassiodor queen (1569), called the Bear Bible, and that Cipriano de Valera (1602), called the Bible of Cantaro, contained all the books included in the Latin Vulgate Bible of St. Jerome Estridon,
which was the official text of the Bible for the Catholic Church until 1979 (the year in which Vul Novagate was approved). That is, it included nine deuterokanonic books (both Catholic and Orthodox) and three others typical of the long canon, followed by Orthodox Christian churches. In the review of
Cipriano de Valera, however, these books were placed as an annex in a separate section at the end of the Old Testament and before the new Testament, it is after the Calvinist order. The Bible of Reina Valera is one of the versions of the Bible that is approved for use in the Spanish services of the
Episcopal Church in the United States and in the Anglican Community. The importance of the queen's text to the Protestant Reformation, the translation of the Scriptures into uncontrolled folk languages by the Libertarian Censor (Book Inspector), who tested orthodoxy and fidelity to the translation into the
original language, was forbidden; In popular, the queen-Valera is not the first translation of the Bible into Spanish, the first of them is the Alfonsina Bible of the mid-Middle Ages. Most of the old translations were based on the Latin Vulgate, which was the standard text of the Catholic Church. Cassiodor
Reina's work has the feature of being the first complete translation of the Bible into Spanish, made from original languages, using, as mentioned above, the so-called masoretic text for the Old Testament, and the so-called Textus Receptus, for the New Testament. The Doafons Bible and the Alphonin
Bible (early versions of the full English Bible) were translations made from Latin. Prior to the publication of the Bear Bible, there were only partial versions of the Bible, from Hebrew and Greek to Spanish; for example, the Alba Bible and the Ferrara Bible (Old Testament) and the texts of Juan Perez de
Pineda and Francisco de Enzinas (New Testament). The Casiodoro de Reina Bible reflects the literary beauty of the so-called Golden Age of Castile Literature. In the history of The Spanish heterodocks, the Catholic scholar Marcelino Menendez Pelayo literaryly praised the Bear Bible, which he
considered better written than the Catholic versions of Felipe Skao de San Miguel (1793) and Felix Torres (1825). Revisiting the changes in the Biblical Societies of the queen-Vale 1865 (RV1865) For the Latin American world, the American Bible Society sponsored a revision of the Bible in Spanish, A
Revised and Corrected Version of Cipriano de Valera, which was made by Spanish missionary Dr. Angel Herreros de Mora and American missionary Barring Henry Pratt. Deuterokanonic books were completely removed from the Bible, ending Valera's work in 1602, placing them in a separate section
between the will. This Bible was a Bible published by the American Bible Society for the next 58 years until the valera queen was published in 1909 in 1923. This review was reissued by the Valera Bible Society, now known as Valera Ministries 1865, from its international operations base in Antiohia,
Colombia. Reina Valera 1909 (RV1909) In 1862 the old version of Cipriano de Valera was published by the University of Oxford, collected with various translations and revised according to the original Gebreo and Greek, by Lorenzo Lucena Pedrosa, who removed the Apocryphal section of the Canary
Book Bible. In 1907, the American Bible Society and the British and Foreign Bible Society decided to conduct another review, which commissioned a committee consisting of Victorian D. Baez, Carlos W. Dress, Enrique C. Thomson, Juan Howland and Francisco Diez, who began the meeting in 1909 and
published its revised version in 1923, which is known as the 1909 Valera queen, for the year in which the Committee's work began. Subsequently, the United Bible Societies made major changes to the queen-Valer in 1960, 1995 and 2011. The changes of the United Biblical societies have been
eliminating many ancient forms of Spanish and have updated some elements of the style, but at the same time retaining as much as possible as Reina has written her work. These changes were edited without deuterocanons because they are not within the framework of the Jewish canon recognized by
the Jews of Palestine. The queen-Valera Revised 1960 (RVR1960) Bible queen Valera 1960 Revised queen-Valera 1960 was conducted by a group of bibleists from various Latin American countries from various Christian denominations. The Review Committee took into account the comments of pastors
and laymen from Spain and Latin America. All this without changing the basic meaning of the biblical message, as well as preserving the style and cadence of the text of the queen. The RVR60 translation type has an official equivalence. This is the most accepted version of all churches in Latin America
and Spain. The queen-Valera Revised 1995 (RVR1995) 1995 was also conducted by a group of biblilists from various Latin American countries of different Christian denominations. This version is for Bible study. In 2011, the modern-day Valera (RVC) was released by the Committee for the Review and
Translation of the United Biblical Societies. The textual basis of the RVC is the Stuttgartes jewish Bible for the Old Testament and textus Receptus for the New Testament. The RVC with footnotes points to the most notable differences between Textus Receptus, the Greek New Testament of the United
Bible Societies and the Critical Text of Nestle and Aland. RVC replaced the divine name Jehovah with Lord, following the example of Septuagint. The type of RVC translation has a more dynamic equivalence, as it tends to present a text where the naturalness of expression prevails and which follows a
more modern syntax. Among these language changes are the increased use of the Spanish syntax order (Subject-Verb-Object) instead of Hebrew (Verb-Subject-Object). Replacing those geraniums that give the Spaniard strange twists. It is better to use punctuation. The language is more adapted to the
Spanish language in America. Modern itmactic. Revision of the Bible of the Golden Age: The Bible of the Golden Age on June 16, 2009, the Bible of the Golden Age, the Bible of the Golden Age was published in Spain. It was presented by the National Library of Spain and the Biblical Society of Spain in
honor of the 440th anniversary of the first edition of the Bear Bible in 1569. Biblical texts, including apocryphal/deuterocannic texts, were placed after revision of Cipriano de Valera. Only after more than four centuries the work of the queen and Valera was published in Spain, as its authors did. The revision
is based on the 1995 text of the queen-Valera. The Trinity Bible Society of the 1909 (RV1909) Trinity Bible Society is working on a project to review the 1909 queen of the Valera (RV1909). The goal is to apply, as far as possible, the prayer structure and original vocabulary used by Reina and Valera, but
taking the current spelling standards of the Royal Spanish Academy and discarding those words that changed the meaning. It also avoids linking the 1909 version of the queen-Valera with the features and languages of other translations. The revised New Testament is expected to be in circulation for
2016 in several countries. Reviews of The Valera Baptist 1602 Purified / 1602 Monterrey La Valera 1602 presumably it is a revision of the 1602 Tango Bible by the Baptist Church in Monterrey, Mexico. It was completed in 2007 and published in 2008. It is based on the Old Testament on the masoret text
of Jacob ben Haim bin Isaac ibn Adoniji (edited by Daniel Bomberg, Venice, 1524) and for the New Testament in the Textus of Recepta Theodore Bez (1598). This is a version criticized by various Baptist groups, Pentecostals and other denominations, Publishing that it is the Bible Perfect in Spanish, by
making countless textual changes to the original text, removing the name Jehovah and replacing it with the name lord (capital letters trying to copy the King James Bible), replacing the words chosen by the Rhine (1569) and Valera (1602) with the words of the New Testament Enzinas (1543) , forcing
readings similar to the Bible in English (King James) even if spanish reading is rare and gumening and due to lack of parity do not publish or quote how many publications and changes have been made from this version of 1602 Monterrey. Reina Valera Gomez Main article: Reina Valera Gomez La Reina-
Valera Gomez, or RVG, is a review of the 1909 Reina Valera made by a Baptist named Umberto Gomez. This version is more based on the King James Bible, King James, more than the true sources of the Codes in Hebrew and Greek. This version was strongly criticized and was not well received for
publishing that it was the Ideal Bible in Spanish, for numerous changes made by obvious errors and lack of transparency for not publishing and quoting various editions of this version. His reliance on RV1909 leaves him with countless critical readings in the text, despite his claim that they have corrected
all the flaws. Reina-Valera 1865 Revised Literary queen-Valera 1865 Revised Literary is a review of the queen-Valera 1865, made by an independent biblical Baptist translator from Managua, Nicaragua. It was launched in 2013 to celebrate the 150th anniversary of Mora and Pratt's RV1865 in 2015, but
has been postponed until a more attached literal revision of biblical languages, though it does not keep archaic medieval words, but most necessary. For the Old Alliance, the revision is based on the masorret text and is compared with Septuagint (LXX), the manuscripts of Kumram and Pishita Aramia. For
the New Alliance, in Greek in general, but with historical preferences in the text of the Byzantine majority, Textus Receptus, and collected with Peshita Aramea, and other translations. It is expected that this will be the first review directly of the original languages, word by word, and will subsequently have
its interlineal equivalent for the best academic study of biblical languages. They'll follow. Criteria of the queen-Valera: Keep a divine name, and use whatever he could not use in his 12-year work with collaborators, by the factor of time and limitations in the Inquisitor of the Middle Ages), and it will not be
based on the King James Bible, something controversial that H.B. Pratt originally raised, saying: The version of the King James Bible will mean us with... an incomparable model and form of recent Bible translations by all our English-speaking missionaries around the world. Every Anglo-Saxon competes
in praise of God for the incomparable beauty and superiority of King James's version. (...) These words were written more than 50 years before the birth of D.A. Waite and Dr. Peter S. Ruckman. Both Mr. G.B. Pratt and Dr. Angel H. de Mora believed that the King James Bible surpassed the original MSS,
or Pratt would not say that ELLO (The King James Bible) was an incomparable model and mold of every biblical translation work. Reina-Valera Updated (RVA) The King Valera Updated 2015 was a review of the queen-Valera of 1909, which was published by the Baptist House of Publications/Editorial
Mundo Hispano, partly from 1982, and in full form since 1989, with changes in 1999, 2006 and 2015. Other biblical revisions of the main article of the Tatar language: the Bible of the Cypriot canary of Valera began in 1582 with the first revision of the Bible of the queen and completed it in 1602. The
original title of Valera's review was the Bible, which, the sacred books of the Old and New Testaments, the second edition. It was published in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and became the most common version of the Spanish Bible for several centuries. It was also known as the Bible Tango because of
the illustration on the cover: the man who planted the tree, while the other man watered it with water coming out of the jug. The illustration, according to some experts, would have been talking about Corinthians 3:6 at first. Over the years there have been several changes from the Tango Bible. The Reina-
Valera em Portugus Bible in the Portuguese version of Reina Valera (RVP-0910) is a Brazilian version translated from the Spanish version of Reina Valera, which was expanded during the Protestant reform of the sixteenth century, the first full Spanish translation. The design of Reina Valera in
Portuguese began in 1999 with the formation of a group of Spanish translators, people associated with the field of linguistics and literature, and collaborators, to translate directly into Spanish, with the reading of the return of original languages and comparisons with other conceptual versions. The direction
of the translation was divided into guidelines, one technically institutional, and one linguistic. The first concerned the technical needs of the Intercontinental Biblical Society at the end of the Intercontinental Biblical Society of Brazil, and the second was developed by unipro Editora in the linguistic and
theological fields. See also the Canon of the Protestant Biblical queen Valera Gomez Reina Valera SBT SUD Edition of the Bible Of King James United Biblical Societies Links James Dixon Douglas, Merrill Chapin Tenney (1997), Biblical Dictionary of the Hispanic World, editorial of the Spanish-speaking
world, page 145. b c d e Scripture (1569) Bible, SEV. biblestudytools.com. received on July 8, 2013.  b c d The Bible of the Golden Age. Web Bible, United Biblical Society. July 26, 2010. Archive from the original on June 21, 2013. Received on July 7, 2013.  b c Rhine, Casiodoro (1569). Warning to the
reader. Bear Bible. Archive from the original on September 27, 2013. Received on July 7, 2013.  The queen, Cassiodor (1569). Warning to the reader. Bear Bible. Archive from the original on September 27, 2013. Received on July 7, 2013.  Riff, Alexander David; Text sources of the Bible of Reina Valera,
archived on September 26, 2013 in Wayback Machine. United Biblical societies Introduction to the New Testament. Holy Bible, 1960 review. Venezuela.  The story of the queen-Valera. The official website of the queen Valera Contemporary. Received on July 8, 2013.  b c d e the Bible of the Golden Age,
the 440th anniversary of the jewels of the queen and Valera, in the National Library. Digital Protestant. June 23, 2009. Archive from the original on February 6, 2013. Received on July 8, 2013.  The Bible of the queen of Valera. bibliaenlinea.org archive from the original dated November 29, 2015.
Received on July 8, 2013. As it was done in the best time of castilian language, it far surpasses the casiodoro version, under such an aspect, to the modern Torres amat and the very unimimalane O. Sco.  Revisiting 1865. The digital version. The Holy Bible, a former version of C. de Valera, revised
revision 1862 by Lorenzo Lucena Pedrosa. The digital version. McArdle, Jeff HISTORY VALERA 1909 (1923). The Bible Society of Valera. b(c) United Biblical Societies, 0.5 (1988). Introduction. The queen of Valera 1960. Venezuela.  United Biblical societies (1988). Introduction to the Old Testament.
Holy Bible, 1960 review. Venezuela.  United Biblical Societies( introduction.  b c d e Modern Valera the queen, frequently asked questions.. Official website The queen of Valera Contemporary. Received on July 8, 2013.  United Biblical societies. The Bible of the Golden Age. Archive from the original on
May 23, 2018. Received on May 23, 2018.  (a) (a) Promoting the 1909 Reina Valera Bible Review and Project Review. The official website of the Trinitarian Bible Society. Received on July 8, 2013.  b c Introduction. semillaincorruptible.blogspot.com. received on July 8, 2013.  OVERVIEW Reina Valera
1865 (1st full OVERREA of the nineteenth century). Received on September 18, 2014.  Here's Gomez! The Bible Society of Valera. Archive from the original on October 6, 2014. Received on September 18, 2014.  Biblical gateway. The queen-Valera Updated (RVA2015).  Wikisource's external references
contain s::The queen-Valera Bible, Revision 1909. The Bible del Oso, the 1569 edition of Casiodoro de Reina, the original digitally sourced Bible del Cantaro, the 1602 edition of Cipriano de Valera, the original digitally in the Bible, the former version of C. de Valera, the revised edition of 1865, the original
in digital format Revisions of the queen-Valera: 1909, 1960, 1995, Modern (RVC) Online Edition of the Old Testament's Queen Valera Online Edition of the New Testament is the New Testament Edition of the queen Valera Gomez Edition Holy Bible: the queen-Valera 2009 (SUD) Review in The Modern
Castile Of The Characters of the Gospels and Acts of the Apostles of the Rhine Valeri 1602 ONLINE ADVANCES review of the biblical consent of the queen of The Valeria. Reina Valera is an Android biblical consent app. Reina Valera - iOS App 소금성경: (SaltBible) 성경전서 개역한글, Darby Bible,
Chinese Union Version, CUVt, CUVs, Luther Bibel, American Standard Version, King James Version, World English Bible, ⼝語訳 聖書, Reina Valera, Kin Thang을 온라인으로 제공 Reina Valera Antigua 1602. Data: No509253 Multimedia: Reina Valera Bible in Spanish : Audio Bible obtained from biblia
version reina valera 1960 gratis. biblia version reina valera 1960 pdf. biblia version reina valera 1960 descargar gratis. biblia version reina valera 1960 en audio. biblia version reina valera 1960 amen amen. biblia version reina valera 1960 en linea. biblia version reina valera 1960 en inglés. biblia version
reina valera 1960 descargar
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